the indian national congrss
honorary ; (v) the organisation of mass civil disobedience as well as individual
civil disobedience in selected areas under the direction of a compact and small
central committee of action with full powers of control.
Concluding he said: "Today we are once again on the eve of a period of
dynamic action. I appeal to Mahatmaji, pray come and lead us. We are ready
but let there be no repetition of Chauri Chaura and turning back once we get our
feet onward. Let the slogan be onward, onward until the goa*1 is reached.*'
The Presidential Address
The following is the English rendering   of    the    Presidential    Address,    delivered
in Hindusthani by Pt. Jawaharlal Nehru :—
comrades,—For four and forty years this National Congress has laboured for
the freedom of India. During this period it has somewhat slowly, but surely awakened
national consciousness from its long stupor and built up the national movement. If
to-day we are gathered here at a crisis of our destiny, conscious of our strength as
well as of our weakness and looking with hope and apprehension to the future, it is
well that we give first thought to those who have gone before us and who spent out
their lives with little hope of reward so that those that followed them may have the
joy of achievement. Many of the giants of old are not with us and we of a later day
standing on an eminence of their creation may often decry their efforts. That is the
way of the world. But none of you can forget them, or the great work they did
in laying the foundations of a free India. And none of us can ever forget that glori-
ous band of men and women who without reckoning the consequences have laid
down their young lives or spent their bright youth in suffering and torment in utter
protest against a foreign domination. Many of their names even are not known to
us. They laboured and suffered in silence without any expectation of public applause
and by their heart's blood they nursed the tender plant of India's freedom. While
many of us temporised and compromised, they stood up and proclaimed a people s
right to freedom and declared to the world that India even in her degradation had the
spark of life in her, because she refused to submit to tyranny and serfdom. Brick by
brick has our national movement been built up, and often on the prostrate bodies of
her martyred sons has India advanced. The giants of old may not be with us but
the courage of old is with us still and India can yet produce martyrs like Jatindas and
Wizaya.
This is the glorious heritage that we have inherited and you wish to put me in
charge of it. I know well that I occupy this honoured place by chance more than by
your deliberate design. Your desire was to choose another—one who towers above all
others, in the present day world of ours—and there could have been no wiser choice.
But fate and he conspired together and thurst me against your will and mine into
this terrible seat of responsibility. Should I express my gratitude to you for having
placed me in this dilemma ? But I am grateful indeed for your confidence in one
who strangely lacks it himself.
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You will discuss many vital national problems that face us to-day and your deci-
sions may change the course of Indian history. But you are not the only people that
are faced with problems. The whole world to-day is one vast qt^stion^iiark and
every country and every people is in the melting f>ot The age of feftl^M^the
comfort and stability it brings, is past, and there is questioning; about e
however permanent or sacred it might have appeared to our forefathers. Every-
where there is doubt and restlessness and the foundations of the state and society
are in process of transformation. Old established ideas of liberty, justice, property
amid even family are being attacked and the outcome hangs in the balance. We
appear to be in a dissolving period of history when the world is in labour and out of
*vail will give birth to a new order.
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one can say what the   future will bring, but we may assert with some
Asia and even India will play a determining part in future world policy.
_	n ^domination is already approaching its end.     Europe
Jia& cea&ed; J® fe^^^c^xtre   of activity    and    interest.     Tlie   future  is  with
european domination coming to end

